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and accurate marksmanship skills,” he said. “Modern g ri�es are the choice for millions of Americans for
hunting, recreational target shooting and self-defense.”

Subject to a federal ban on “assault weapons” that ran from 1994 through 2004, the NSSF found that the number
of MSRs dipped to a low of just 70,000 produced and imported in 1996, but has been climbing ever since. By
1998, even while the ban was in effect, the �gure doubled to 145,000. By 2003, the last year of the ban, the
numbers of guns broached 380,000. Five years later, with the election of President Obama, numbers hit 633,000.
Then, in 2009, a solid 1 million. In 2013, following the Sandy Hook shooting in Newtown, Connecticut and a wave
of gun control legislation both proposed and enacted: 2.3 million.

The estimate for 2016, working with the latest numbers available due which are stymied out of respect of
industry con�dentiality, are on par with 2013 �gures — 2.3 million. For reference, U.S. manufacturers produced
some 4.2 million ri�es (https://www.atf.gov/resource-
center/docs/unde�ned/�rearmscommercestatisticalupdate20185087-24-18pdf/download) of all calibers and
types in 2016.

The number of guns in circulation is a more ephemeral number as, while some have surely been scrapped, worn
out, broken or otherwise retired, guns manufactured or imported before 1989 are not listed in the 16 million
�gure. Likewise, guns assembled from so-called “80 percent” lowers or kits by home builders are not tracked by
the industry.

The debate over just how common ARs are has been a matter of legal contention at the federal level for several
years.

In 2014, upholding Maryland’s strict new gun control laws, U.S. District Judge Catherine C. Blake ruled
(https://news.guns.com/2014/08/13/federal-judge-upholds-marylands-strict-gun-control-laws-calls-ar-15-
dangerous-and-unusual/) that AR-15 style ri�es and others “fall outside Second Amendment protection as
dangerous and unusual arms.” Blake went on to explain her reasoning that the then-estimated 8.2 million AR-15
and AK-47 based semi-automatic ri�es known imported to or produced in the country between 1990 and 2012
represent “no more than 3 percent of the current civilian gun stock.” Even this, she maintained, was highly
concentrated in an even smaller “1 percent” of the U.S. population.

In 2016, Blake’s ruling was reversed (https://news.guns.com/2016/02/05/marylands-assault-weapon-ban-gets-
riddled-on-appeal/) by a three-judge panel of the 4th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals who held that the same �gure
of guns, coupled with an estimated 75 million magazines “are so common that they are standard” with Chief
Judge William Byrd Traxler, Jr. going on to say, “In sum, semi-automatic ri�es and LCMs [large capacity
magazines] are commonly used for lawful purposes, and therefore come within the coverage of the Second
Amendment.”

Nonetheless, Traxler’s ruling was later overturned (https://news.guns.com/2017/08/29/21-states-join-supreme-
court-challenge-to-maryland-assault-weapon-law/) by a rare en banc panel of the entire court which stood
behind the ban in a 10-4 ruling that the Supreme Court declined to review further.
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The same year that Maryland’s ban was upheld, U.S. nne Feinstein, D-Calif., grilled
(https://news.guns.com/2017/03/22/judge-neil-gorsuch-addresses-2nd-amendment-heller-as-hearings-
continue/) Supreme Court nominee Neil Gorsuch on if AR-15s were in common use, or could be restricted as
unusual, in line with the 2008 Heller case.

“In DC v. Heller, the majority opinion written by Justice Scalia recognized that — and I’m quoting, ‘Of course the
Second Amendment was not unlimited,’ end quote. Justice Scalia wrote, ‘For example, laws restricting access to
guns by the mentally ill or laws forbidding gun possession in schools were consistent with the limited nature of
the Second Amendment.’ Justice Scalia also wrote that quote, ‘Weapons that are most useful in military service,
M16 ri�es and the like, may be banned,’ end quote without infringing on the Second Amendment,” said Feinstein.

“Do you agree with that statement that under the Second Amendment weapons that are most useful in military
service, M16 ri�es and the like, may be banned?” she asked the nominee.

Gorsuch replied, saying, “Heller makes clear the standard that we judges are supposed to apply. The questions is
whether it’s a gun in common use for self-defense and that may be subject to reasonable regulation. That’s the
test as I understand it. There’s lots of ongoing litigation about which weapons qualify under those standards and
I can’t pre-judge that litigation.”

Feinstein this month returned to the same argument (https://news.guns.com/2018/09/06/kavanaugh-on-2nd-
amendment-semi-auto-ri�es-are-in-common-use-videos/) with Supreme Court nominee Brett Kavanaugh.

“Most handguns are semi-automatic,” Kavanaugh said. “And the question came before us of semi-automatic
ri�es and the question was, ‘Can you distinguish as a matter of precedent?’ Again, this is all about precedent for
me, trying to read exactly what the Supreme Court said and if you read the McDonald case. And I concluded that
it could not be distinguished as a matter of law, semi-automatic ri�es from semi-automatic handguns. And semi-
automatic ri�es are widely possessed in the United States. There are millions and millions and millions of semi-
automatic ri�es that are possessed. So that seemed to �t common use and not being a dangerous and unusual
weapon.”

In the end, Feinstein concluded that “By arguing that AR-15s can’t be regulated, Brett Kavanaugh made crystal
clear that he’s to the right of Justice Scalia on guns,” she said on social media after the hearing. “Even pro-gun
Justice Scalia knew the 2nd Amendment did not protect all weapons in his opinion in Heller.”
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M1 CARBINE

SHOOTING WITH ACCURACY (HTTP://THECMP.ORG/WP-CONTENT/UPLOADS/CMP_CARBINE_NOTES_2007.PDF)

SHOOTING TIPS (HTTP://THECMP.ORG/WP-CONTENT/UPLOADS/CCSHOOTINGTIPS.PDF)

30 ROUND MAGAZINE (HTTP://THECMP.ORG/WP-
CONTENT/UPLOADS/CARBINE_30_ROUND_MAGAZINES_SEPTEMBER_2007.PDF)

ASSEMBLY & DISASSEMBLY (HTTP://THECMP.ORG/WP-CONTENT/UPLOADS/M1CARBINEDISASSEMBLY.PDF)

MARKINGS INFORMATION (HTTP://THECMP.ORG/WP-CONTENT/UPLOADS/CARBINE_PARTS_MARKING_INFORMATION.PDF)

REAR SIGHT - ZEROING PROBLEMS (HTTP://THECMP.ORG/WP-CONTENT/UPLOADS/CC-
ZEROINGPROBLEMSWITHADJREARSIGHT.PDF)

The M1 Carbine was designed primarily to offer noncombat and line-of-
communications troops a better defensive weapon than a pistol or submachine
gun, with greater accuracy and range, but without the recoil, cost, or weight of a
full-power infantry rifle. The carbine was also easier for less experienced soldiers
and smaller-framed people to fire than the .30 caliber infantry rifles of the day. The
carbine was more convenient to carry for officers, NCOs, or specialists
encumbered with weapons, field glasses, radios, or other gear. Tankers, drivers,
artillery crews, mortar crews, and other personnel were also issued the M1 Carbine
in lieu of the larger, heavier M1 Garand. Belatedly, a folding-stock version of the M1
Carbine was developed, after a request was made for a compact and light infantry
arm for airborne troops. The first M1 Carbines were delivered in mid-1942, with

initial priority given to troops in the European theatre of war.

Due to limited quantities we may come across, M1 Carbines, M1Carbine barreled Receivers, Bavaria-Marked M1 Carbines and
M1A1 Paratrooper Carbines will be offered on the CMP Auction Site HERE. (http://cmpauction.thecmp.org/)

Each M1 Carbine rifle sold by CMP is an authentic U.S. Government rifle that has been inspected, headspaced, repaired if necessary and
test fired for function. Each rifle is shipped with safety manual and chamber safety flag.

Free S&H - continental U.S. Contact CMP for additional S&H - Alaska, Hawaii & Puerto Rico

NOTE:  Carbines will not be sold or shipped with magazines, slings or oilers.
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[Samuel
Corum/Getty]

The Trace
March 25, 2019

ASK THE TRACE

How Many Assault Weapons Do Americans
Own?
A seemingly simple reader question about military-style rifles
exposes disputed definitions and gaping holes in government
record-keeping.
by Alex Yablon · @AlexYablon  ·September 22, 2018

Assault weapons loom large in the American gun debate. To their foes, they are the tool of mass murderers,
made infamous at Sandy Hook, San Bernardino, Las Vegas, and Parkland. To their fans, guns like the AR-
15 are versatile, customizable, and uniquely fun to shoot.

So it’s reasonable to wonder: How many assault-style rifles do Americans actually own?

The answer is much more than trivia. Courts assess the popularity of the weapons when deciding whether
politicians can ban them.

That makes it all the more frustrating that there is no way to know precisely how many of these rifles exist in
the United States. The numbers are hazy for two main reasons: There’s no official criteria for what qualifies
as an “assault rifle,” and the government doesn’t keep detailed data on the different types of firearms owned
by Americans.

Some gun experts insist that the term “assault rifle” only refers to a very specific set of weapons:  those that
are fed ammunition from a detachable magazine, and can switch between semiautomatic and fully
automatic fire, a capability known as “select fire.” By that narrow standard, the number of assault rifles in
private hands is very small.

The National Firearms Act of 1934 required owners of fully automatic guns to register the weapons with the
federal government. Since 1986, Congress has forbidden gunmakers from producing fully automatic
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weapons for the civilian market, leaving machine g nados to collect older models, and then register
them. According to the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives, there are roughly 638,000
machine guns in circulation in the United States, a number that includes both assault rifles like the M16 and
more novel products, like the Uzi submachine gun.

But most laws regulating “assault weapons” use a broader definition that some experts say is overly broad.
California, Washington, D.C., New York, and five other states have regulations that typically apply to any
magazine-fed, semiautomatic rifle that incorporates other design features, which can include a second grip
to stabilize the weapon while firing, a rack for mounting accessories, or a muzzle that suppresses the
explosive flash of each discharged round. Many of these accessories are mostly for aesthetics, to evoke a
combat or “tactical” vibe.

We’re going to use the broader definition of assault weapons here, because it covers the guns that have
become familiar to Americans in the last two decades.

One of the most cited estimates of the number of assault-style rifles produced comes from the National
Shooting Sports Foundation, the gun industry’s largest trade group. The NSSF does not use the term
“assault rifle,” but tracks the production of “modern sporting rifles,” which typically refers to semiautomatic
rifles like the AR-15. According to a 2015 report by the trade group, roughly one in 10 guns produced each
year is a modern sporting rifle. In raw numbers, American gunmakers produced and imported 8.5 million
such rifles between 1990 and 2012, and about one and two million annually every year since.

Do the math and it works out to between 15 and 20 million modern sporting rifles now in circulation. (An
important note: The NSSF report includes weapons produced for law enforcement.)  

Scholars who have researched American gun ownership treat the industry’s estimates with some
skepticism. “The NSSF gave no methodology,” noted Aaron Karp, a lecturer at Old Dominion University who
studies the international small arms trade. “None of these numbers are great.”

And it’s important to put the NSSF estimate in context. Americans have purchased almost as many assault
rifles as they have Nintendo Switch video game consoles, or copies of the book How To Win Friends And
Influence People — successful products that are nonetheless nowhere near household items.

Nonetheless, according to CNN, the AR-15 is now perhaps the most popular single model of rifle in the
country. And the overall number of assault-style weapons in the United States is not just an academic
matter: the constitutionality of gun bans rests on their historic popularity.

In 2008, the Supreme Court ruled in District of Columbia v. Heller that the Second Amendment protects an
individual’s right to own guns. Justice Antonin Scalia used his majority opinion to lay out a threshold for the
regulation of firearms, arguing that the government cannot prohibit guns “in common use.” Longstanding
firearm restrictions like the National Firearms Act are therefore okay, because they do not affect weapons
owned by a large number of people.

Last year, an appellate court used the logic Scalia deployed in Heller to rule that modern assault rifles like
the AR-15 and AK-47 are also not protected by the Second Amendment, because the weapons are not “in
common use.”  The decision upheld Maryland’s assault weapons law. Attorneys for the state noted that
such guns comprise only 3 percent of the total civilian arsenal of approximately 310 million firearms, citing a
2012 Congressional Research Service report.  

Unsurprisingly, conservative judges have disagreed. Years before his nomination to the Supreme Court,
Brett Kavanaugh argued in a 2010 dissent to a case brought before the D.C. Court of Appeals that
longstanding bans on machine guns only apply to fully automatic weapons never widely used by civilians.

Assessing these bans based on their brief history, however, obscures a key fact: When legislatures first
restricted the guns, few civilians owned them. Americans only started buying assault weapons in large
numbers after the federal assault weapon ban expired in 2004. That year, there were only about 100,000
made by American manufacturers. Production skyrocketed after Barack Obama won the 2008 election,
when domestic gunmakers manufactured almost 500,000 such weapons, and then again following the
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And AR-15 style rifles have become a favorite among ooters, used in some of the most notorious and
deadly mass killings in recent history: Aurora, Vegas, Texas, San Bernardino.

This is the story of how media hysteria and failed policy; industry pressures and consumer demand; blood and
money helped turn an ugly, unwanted semi-automatic rifle into the most popular rifle in America.

How a weapon of war was born

The AR-15's journey into the hands of gun enthusiasts and mass murderers alike started in the jungles of Vietnam.
It was the 1960s, and the landscape of warfare had changed. In Vietnam, rather than clear-cut enemy lines,
combatants were fighting in close combat in city streets and dense forests. Viet Cong guerillas and North
Vietnamese soldiers carried AK-47s. The US Army needed its own answer.

Enter the AR-15, developed for military use by Armalite, an arms company from which the gun takes its name ("AR"
stands for "Armalite Rifle").

The rifle combined rapid fire with a lighter weight. It replaced higher-caliber bullets with lighter ammunition that
made up in speed what it lacked in size.

History of the modern assault-style rifle 01:40
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Rather than relying on marksmanship, the AR-15 used rapid fire. The lightweight rifle maximized its kill rate by
raking enemy soldiers with high-velocity rounds. As the original designers explained, the speed of the impact
causes the bullet to tumble after it penetrates tissue, creating catastrophic injuries.

Armalite didn't manage to sell the gun to the military. Faced with money woes, it instead sold the rights to Colt
Industries in 1959.

Colt was more successful in its e�orts, and in 1962, Congress authorized an initial purchase of 8,500 AR-15s for
testing. The fully automatic version--capable of being set to semi-automatic--was given a new name for military
use: the M-16.

It became the standard-issue rifle during the Vietnam War.

How it was marketed to civilians
Not long after it started selling M-16s to the military, Colt began marketing the semi-automatic AR-15 to civilians.
The company gave it the gentler name of the "Sporter," and described it as a hunting rifle.

But the gun, designed for close, confusing combat, was not an immediate hit. In the eyes of many gun enthusiasts,
the "black rifle" -- as it was nicknamed -- was ugly and expensive.

"To its champions, the AR-15 was an embodiment of fresh thinking. Critics saw it as an ugly little toy," wrote C.J.
Chivers in his book, "The Gun."

In July 1981, the fan magazine Guns and Ammo waxed eloquent about the Sporter's unappealing reputation.

What makes a typical AR-15?
Not all AR-15s are the same and features may vary as they are highly adjustable and customizable, but on a
typical model you may see:

Adjustable
stock

Bu�er tube/
bu�er spring

Handguard and rail

Smaller, faster bullet

Detachable magazinePistol grip

Source: National Shooting Sports Foundation; Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives.
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"Before Stockton, most people didn't even know you y those guns," he said. The media coverage, he said,
helped glamorize semi-automatic rifles to the buying public. "This stu� has been around forever; this is not new
technology."

By 1990, Guns & Ammo reported that sales of the AR-15 were soaring, although that seems to have been a rather
relative term. In 1990, Colt made only 36,000 Sporters for domestic use, according to the Hartford Courant.

The patent on the AR-15 by then had expired, opening the door for several new competitors, which is why the term
"AR-15" is now considered a style of rifle, rather than a specific brand of one.

How a ban increased demand
As the profile of the AR-15 rose, talk continued of banning "assault weapons," a term used by lawmakers to denote
certain types of semi-automatic firearms. President George H.W. Bush, a lifetime NRA member, proposed banning
all magazines holding more than 15 rounds.

In 1994, President Bill Clinton pushed the assault weapons ban through Congress with some bipartisan support.
Presidents Reagan, Carter and Ford co-authored a letter to the House of Representatives expressing their support.

"This is a matter of vital importance to the public safety," it read. "We urge you to listen to the American public and
to the law enforcement community and support a ban on the further manufacture of these weapons."

Hyatt, whose store was started by his father in 1959, recalled a surge in sales then, too.

There's something about human nature, he says. "You tell a man he can't have something and suddenly he wants
12."

Ironically, the ban didn't do much to deter the production of the now-generic AR-15.

Clinton's ban outlawed Colt's AR-15 by name. But the ban didn't cover versions of these weapons unless they had
two of these purely cosmetic features: a folding stock, a bayonet mount, a "conspicuously protruding" pistol grip, a
flash suppressor or a grenade launcher. Grenades aren't even legal to own.

The term "AR-15" is now considered a style of rifle, rather
than a specific brand of one.

You tell a man he can't have something and suddenly he
wants 12.
—  L A R R Y  H Y A T T ,  O W N E R  O F  H Y A T T  G U N S

“
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Until the ban, sales of firearms had been fairly flat. In the eight years preceding the ban, gun makers produced an
average of 1.1 million rifles a year, according to the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives. During
the ban, production rose to 1.4 million a year.

That increase is widely attributed to the growing popularity of semi-automatic rifles, now called "modern sporting
rifles" by the industry and gun enthusiasts.

How it became 'king of the industry'
Through a combination of tragedy, profit, fear, curiosity and mysterious human psychology, the AR-15 shed its early
reputation as an ugly misfit and found a new place as a nimble, versatile fan favorite.

Among sporting rifles, "AR-15 is the king of the industry, so to speak," said Michael Weeks, owner of Georgia Gun
Store, which boasts "the best selection of firearms in North Georgia."

Veterans returning from the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan were comfortable with the weapon. It's also lightweight,
adaptable, and relatively easy to maintain.

Available rifles through the years, 1986-2015
These numbers combine manufacturing, imports and exports to give a picture of the yearly demand for rifles in
the U.S.

December 2012
Sandy Hook6M

5M
January 2009
Obama takes o�ceSeptember 1994

Federal Assault
Weapons Ban

September 2004
Federal Assault

Weapons Ban expires

4M

3M
January 1989
Stockton2M

1M

1986 1988 1990 1992 1994 1996 1998 2000 2002 2004 2006 2008 2010 2012 2014

Source: Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives; 2017.
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Then, in early 2009, President Barack Obama took o�ce. Conservative gun owners feared a ban from Democrats
in the White House and the Capitol, and the numbers went wild.

According to the ATF, gun makers began cranking out 2.4 million rifles annually in Obama's first term -- a 52
percent increase from the previous four years of the Bush administration.

In 2008, The Shooting Wire published a feature titled, "Industry Hanging on to a Single Category."

"For the past few weeks, it may be that we've given a false impression as to how well the firearms industry is really
doing," it read. "The net of all the numbers is that if you're a company with a strong line of high-capacity pistols
and AR-style rifles, you're doing land o�ce business. If you're heavily dependent on hunting, you are hurting."

Google Trends Index for Searches Including the Words
"Buy Gun"
Values have been indexed to 100, where 100 is the maximum search interest.

12/16-12/22/2012
12/14: Sandy Hook
12/19: Interagency Gun-Violence Task Force created

100

1/13-1/19/2013
1/17: Obama announced plan to reduce gun violence80

11/18-11/24/2012
11/23: Black Friday60

4/14-4/20/2013
4/17: legislation failed

40

20

7/12/138/5/12 9/5/12 10/6/12 11/6/12 12/7/12 1/7/13 2/7/13 3/10/13 4/10/13 5/11/13 6/11/13

Source: Phillip Levine and Robin McKnight; Google Trend searches.
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This illustrated a fundamental shift taking place among gun owners. Gun ownership has declined over the last
decades, and many gun owners' motivations have changed.

"There are far fewer hunters now than there ever have been," said Weeks.

In 1999, a Pew survey asked gun owners why they owned a gun. Almost 50 percent said "hunting", and 26 percent
said "protection." By 2017, those numbers had reversed -- 67 percent said they had a gun for protection and only
38 percent said hunting.

How history is repeating itself
Five years ago this week, Sandy Hook devastated the nation. It was Stockton writ larger -- including the threat of a
new ban. The fear that had elevated gun sales during the Obama administration was now on the horizon, and so
up again they went. In 2013, total rifle production exploded to nearly 4 million, according to the ATF.

The ban never materialized. Despite strong public support for expanding background checks, President Obama
failed to get even that legislation through Congress. The attack shattered the nation and raised cries for action. But
the shooting that was supposed to change everything changed little.

As gun sales kept climbing, so did the body count.

The shooter who killed 58 people and injured more than 500 in the Las Vegas massacre on October 1, 2017,
used several AR-15 style rifles equipped with bump stocks to mimic fully-automatic rifles.

On November 5, 2017, a shooter killed 26 people inside a Texas church using a Ruger AR-556, an AR-15-
style rifle.
Twelve people were killed and 70 injured in a 2012 shooting inside a movie theater in Aurora, Colorado. The
shooter's weapons included a Smith & Wesson M&P15, an AR-15 style rifle.

Gun ownership over the years, 1980-2014
The number of individuals who reported owning a gun has generally declined.
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In San Bernardino, California, a married couple  people and wounded 21 in a 2015 shooting. The
couple used two AR-15 style guns, among others.

The gun that had been created to mow down combatants in the Vietnam jungles was now a de facto calling card
of some of the country's most heinous mass shooters.

When President Trump was elected in 2016, gun owners rejoiced and the president of the National Shooting
Sports Foundation called him the "most pro-Second Amendment President in recent history."

So when the Las Vegas massacre happened, the deadliest shooting in modern American history, the frenzy wasn't
as great.

"When you have a president that says, 'It's not the gun, it's mental illness,' people are a lot calmer about it," says
Weeks, the Georgia gun shop owner.

Monthly Firearm Sales
1,250,000

San BernardinoSandy Hook

1,000,000

750,000

Obama Elected
500,000

Trump
Elected

September 11
Y2K

250,000

-250,000
Las Vegas and Sutherland Springs, TX

1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

Note: Data was seasonally adjusted and detrended. The spike caused by idiosyncracies in North Carolina gun sales
data in February and March 2014 has been removed by linear interpolation.

Source: Authors’ Phillip Levine and Robin McKnight calculations based on data from the NICS database on
background checks conducted.

The shooting that was supposed to change everything
changed little.
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While the impact of the shooting is too recent to meas ugh production numbers, anecdotally, gun sales
didn't see as sharp a rise.

But something else did: Bump stocks.

Sellers said people who hadn't heard of them before the Vegas shooting rushed in to get one -- suspecting they
would soon be banned.
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KELLY: I'm all right, thanks. Why do people mined to carry out this kind of mass

casualty attack, why do they so often choose an AR-15?

STEPHENS: Well, I think part of it is because the AR-15 as a weapon is simply a very

popular weapon. It's very much woven into the DNA of America's gun culture. And

part of that kind of goes into its ease of use, its availability and, you know, it's just a

commonplace weapon within the firearms market.

KELLY: When you say ease of use, an AR-15 is a semi-automatic, which means you

need to squeeze the trigger for each bullet.

STEPHENS: Correct, correct.

KELLY: It's also very accurate as these rifles go. Is that right?

STEPHENS: Yes, yes. So it was developed in the 1950s. A lot of people feel that, you

know, the AR stands for assault rifle or automatic rifle, but, actually, it stands for

Armalite. That's the original company that developed it. And a variant of this rifle was

chosen by the U.S. military and saw its first major-scale deployment within the

Vietnam War. And just like any weapon that's chosen by the military, there's a couple

factors that have to be decided upon, and one of those is reliability, accuracy and ease

of use. You have to have people that are able to train with it and learn this weapon very

readily, and that has a trickle-down effect because all of those components kind of

enter into the civilian market. And that's why the civilian market has a tendency to

gravitate towards this rifle.

KELLY: How much do they cost if I walked into a gun store today?

STEPHENS: One of the things that we have seen in recent years after the assault

weapons ban ended in 2004 was this really huge explosion of these boutique kind of

rifle companies that are producing these very high-end rifles that are very

customizable. Some of those can, you know, range in the thousands of dollars. But on

the lower end for a basic, very kind of skeletal rifle, you know, you could buy one for

$800 at, you know, your regular sporting goods store.
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KELLY: What are the key arguments made b favor of restricting sales of this type

of gun to the general public and by people who argue that this gun should be widely

available?

STEPHENS: As far as restricting this, you know, a lot of people are pointing to the idea

that, listen, these features - the vertical grip, the large capacity magazine - these are

things that are too powerful for the civilian market to need for self-defense or hunting

and that these things should be limited. There's also this kind of argument about, well,

who can access these weapons in the first place that we need to have tougher

background checks? On the flip side of that argument, though, a lot of people say the

AR-15 is no different than many other rifles out there but doesn't have that kind of title

of being the preferred weapon of mass shooters.

KELLY: Another argument I've heard made by people who support unrestricted sales

of the AR-15 is that it's not actually the gun that most Americans are going to die from.

If they're dying in gun violence, it's much more likely to be a handgun, right?

STEPHENS: Yeah. You know, according to the latest Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco,

Firearms tracing reports, handguns account for about 60 percent of the guns that are

being traced back to crimes. Rifles of any type are - only account for about 13 percent.

Handguns are still kind of the more popular weapon being used in crime.

KELLY: Thanks, Alain.

STEPHENS: Thank you.

KELLY: That's Alain Stephens of KUT in Austin - also part of NPR's criminal justice

team.

Copyright © 2018 NPR. All rights reserved. Visit our website terms of use and permissions pages at www.npr.org for

further information.

NPR transcripts are created on a rush deadline by Verb8tm, Inc., an NPR contractor, and produced using a proprietary

transcription process developed with NPR. This text may not be in its final form and may be updated or revised in the

future. Accuracy and availability may vary. The authoritative record of NPR’s programming is the audio record.
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And for many, it is a symbol, the embodiment American values — freedom, might, self-
reliance.

“There are very few things that serve such a great form and function, and look cool,” said Daniel
Chandler, 26, an AR�15 owner here in suburban Maryland. When he takes his AR out of its case at a
shooting range, he smiles like he just unwrapped a gift. “There are few things you’ll find that are
wonderfully appealing to look at, wonderful exercises in mechanical engineering, and that could
save your life.”

This is the side of the AR�15 that many don’t see, or ever consider.

Because an AR�15, or a variant, was reportedly used in several mass shootings — including Aurora,
Colorado; Newtown, Connecticut; San Bernardino,California; Sutherland Springs, Texas; Las Vegas
and Parkland, Florida, in which a total of 154 people were killed — this civilian sibling of a military
assault rifle is an exceptionally polarizing product of modern American industry. The AR�15 and its
semiautomatic cousins — they shoot one round for each pull of the trigger ─ incite repulsion among
those who see them as excessive, grotesque and having no place on the civilian market.

It is the focus of multiple attempts at prohibition, which in turn has prompted people to run out and
buy more. Such “panic buying” drove sales of AR�15s to record levels during the presidency of
Barack Obama and the 2016 presidential campaign. Gun merchants say some buyers are also driven
by a fascination with a weapon used in notoriously heinous crimes.
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The civilian model wasn’t mass produced until 0s, after the original patent expired and a
variety of companies began making them. That transformed a specific brand to a more generic
offering on which a mini-industry would flourish.

When the AR�15 and other semiautomatic rifles began to turn up in shootings, a movement began to
restrict their manufacture and sale. Much of the outrage stemmed from the militaristic appearance
of those guns, and their ability to fire rapidly.

But there was also a more visceral reason, involving flesh and blood. AR�15s inflict much more
damage to human tissue than the typical handgun, which is used in most shootings. That's largely
because of the speed at which projectiles leave the weapons; they are much faster out of the muzzle
of an AR�15, or similar rifle, and deliver a more devastating blow to bones and organs. Those
projectiles are also more likely to break apart as they pass through the body, inflicting more
damage.

“The higher muzzle-velocity projectiles, if they strike an organ, you’re more likely to have severe
injury and bleeding and dying than with lower muzzle-velocity munitions,” said Donald Jenkins, a
trauma surgeon at the University of Texas Health Science Center at San Antonio and the owner of
several guns, including an AR�15.

The backlash peaked in 1994, when President Bill Clinton signed a ban on the sale of many types of
semiautomatic rifles deemed “assault weapons,” including versions of the AR�15. Manufacturers
continued making versions of the AR�15 that complied with the new law, which was allowed to
expire in 2004. That set the stage for an explosion in AR�15 sales.

By then, military-style weapons were becoming a more common sight in America, due largely to the
response to the 9/11 attacks. Anti-terror police forces began patrolling cities and transportation
hubs, and the wars in Afghanistan and Iraq were covered intimately. That higher visibility seemingly
fed a desire among gun owners to get what the troops and cops were using.

With encouragement from the gun industry, the AR�15 grew popular not only among people who
enjoyed owning the latest tactical gear, but also among recreational and competitive target shooters,
and hunters. Many saw it as a pinnacle of firearms engineering — ergonomic, accurate, reliable.

“It’s kind of the standard, de-facto rifle now,” said Evan Daire, 23, a gun-range worker in New Jersey
who aspires to become a professional target shooter. “No matter what role you’re looking at, it
pretty much fills that role.”

Production of AR-style guns has soared since the federal ban expired. In 2004, 107,000 were made.
In 2015, the number was 1.2 million, according to the National Shooting Sports Foundation (NSSF),
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an industry trade association. The organization ot provide sales data, nor does it have 2016
production estimates, but says that year's activity likely broke all records.

Today, one of out of every five firearms purchased in this country is an AR-style rifle, according to a
NSSF estimate. Americans now own an estimated 15 million AR�15s, gun groups say. New AR�15 style
guns range widely in price, from about $500 to more than $2,000.

'Destined to be a best-seller'

Chandler is an unlikely AR enthusiast. He grew up outside Baltimore, a city plagued by gun
violence, raised by parents opposed to firearms and was friends with kids whose lives had been torn
apart by them. For much of his youth he considered himself anti-gun.

Then a well-to-do neighbor was shot in a home invasion. Chandler realized that his family had no
weapon to defend itself, and decided to buy a gun when he got old enough.

Daniel Chandler, 26, has been collecting guns for four years. He has some AR�15s in his collection.
Andre Chung / for NBC News

When he turned 21 and began shopping, Maryland tightened laws in response to the December 2012
mass shooting at Sandy Hook Elementary School in Newtown, Connecticut. That measure banned
many types of semiautomatic rifles, so when Chandler eventually decided that he wanted an AR�15,
he built one from scratch, adhering to the new restrictions. It’s black and green, with a 16-inch
barrel, a collapsible stock and an electronic red-dot sight.

On one of his recent visits to a gun range, Chandler showed what made the AR�15 a cutting-edge gun
when it was created, and one reason why it became so widespread. Pushing the gun's "takedown
pins" with his fingers, he broke his gun down into its basic components, and within several seconds
snapped it back together.

This is why some people compare the AR�15 to a car chassis, others to Legos or Mr. Potato Head. It is
relatively easy to take it apart, reassemble it and modify it ─ including changes to the caliber of
ammunition it fires. Those who build ARs from scratch link themselves to a centuries-old American
gunsmithing tradition.
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“The AR�15 makes sense, and I think that’s why people my age are gravitating to it,” Chandler
said.

The hashtag #ar15 has over 1.8 million tags on Instagram, with users uploading by the minute.
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carry.

Crime rates in America have declined drastically during that period. Even so, AR�15s and similar
guns are still used in mass shootings, drawing new rounds of condemnation — and calls for new
bans — with each attack.

Some states have enacted their own bans, a list that grew after the 2012 Newtown shooting. States
with restrictions on AR-style guns include California, Connecticut, New Jersey, Massachusetts, New
York and Maryland — where the 2013 law was upheld by a federal court ruling that asserted AR�15s
were not protected by the Second Amendment. None of these states have outlawed the AR�15
altogether, however.

Related: Assault Weapons Not Protected by Second Amendment, Federal Appeals Court
Rules

Gun industry surveys assert that the typical AR�15 owner is a married man over 35, with a large
proportion having served in the military or law enforcement. But this appears to be changing. New
buyers tend to be younger and more diverse than the general gun-buying public, according to a 2017
report published by Southwick Associates, a market research firm, and the National Shooting Sports
Foundation. That also includes women.

‘It’s a comfort’

Megan Hill’s relationship with guns goes back as far as she can remember; her parents and
grandfather kept firearms in their Southern California homes, and an early boyfriend took her
hunting and target shooting. But it wasn’t until she married, moved to Utah and was preparing to
have children that she decided to get her own.

Megan Hill, 26, target shoots this month with an AR�15 at the Nephi City Shooting Range in Nephi,
Utah. Kim Raff / for NBC News

She and her husband researched which gun would meet their needs: something safe, reliable and
versatile.

“We looked at the AR�15, and it was all in one package,” Hill, 26, recalled. “You can target-shoot with
it, protect yourself with it, hunt with it. Luckily we haven’t had to use it in self-defense, but it’s a
comfort knowing that it’s there to protect my children and my family.”

Her husband ordered parts and built one himself. They’ve since acquired a few more.
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This year, after the birth of her second child, H ded to start working on becoming a
competitive shooter, documenting her journey on Instagram.

“It gave me a sense of myself again: I’m going to make this goal, I’m going to accomplish
something,” Hill said.

For Hill, life with an AR�15 can best be described in one word: freedom. She means both personal
freedom and a symbolic freedom that connects her to the gun’s use by the U.S. military.

“What makes us a strong nation is our freedom, and the AR�15 represents that freedom,” Hill said.

‘That tactical itch’

The gun industry has another more marketable name for the AR�15: the modern sporting rifle. The
label signifies its crossover appeal. The gun is now a key component in shooting sport events and
has replaced the bolt-action rifle as the gun of choice for many hunters.

Joey Ploshay is one of them.

Born into a hunting family in the San Francisco Bay Area, Ploshay has two ARs designed for killing
game. One has a long barrel for use on varmints: coyotes, bobcats and foxes. The other has a
shorter barrel that he takes out on long excursions into the brush, where he hunts for wild pigs. He
can change calibers according to the size of the game he’s pursuing. He hosts Facebook and
Instagram pages dedicated to hunting in a state with tight firearm regulations.
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something there, dream-wise.”

Rod Pinkston, owner of a Georgia hog-control company, and one of his AR�10 rifles, a model that is
similar to the AR�15 but allows for heavier ammunition. Branden Camp / for NBC News
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